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ACCELERATOR FOR WINDOWS™ SOFTWARE
Are you looking for a turnkey software solution for computer generated V-Twin engine simulation software? Then the new ver-
sion of Accelerator For Windows is the answer! Thousands of Accelerator users have benefitted from the original versions of
Accelerator Pro.  

The biggest advantage to the new version of Accelerator is that it’s now compatible with Windows. This program is easy-to-
use, and ideal for the home user. 

Resources for the program include over 200 different camshaft profiles, or you can easily change cylinder head airflow, import
cylinder head gains “or” losses. You can easily save the engine combinations for future reference.

Confused about gearing ratios? Not anymore - this new Accelerator has a gearing program that will figure out sprocket and
belt combinations in every RPM.

Accelerator graphically displays horsepower, torque, CFM, camshaft timing, etc... Advance features include: The ability to cal-
culate compression ratios; adjustments for dome or flat top pistons; configure
cylinder, pushrod and manifold lengths.

Finally, you can check your engine combination’s performance in the 1/4 mile,
and figure a price tag on the engine or performance upgrades. Accelerator For
Windows is the answer to the enthusiast that is looking for a certain perform-
ance target before investing in a single product. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF ACCELERATOR:

Balance program - No need for the paper sheets and trying to figure out the
math for lower end balancing. This program lets you select balance factors

and tells you the bob weights, then saves the combination for future refer-
ences.  

CFM -  Confused over the different head airflow
test procedures?  This program converts CFM
flow figures from one test pressure to anoth-
er.  

Utilities-  Check your 1/4 mile times and
MPH  gains from Nitrous, Turbo and Nitro.

Requires IBM compatible, minimum comput-
er 200MHz or faster, minimum 250MB RAM,

and 10MB of hard drive space.  Sold on CD only.
Accelerator is well known for contributing to some of the nations fastest gas burning Harleys® in the world.  It has proven itself
to be 98-99% accurate and has proven to be the single most important sales generating tool you can have in your shop. 

Compatible with: Windows 98™, SE™, ME™, 2000™, XP™, or VISTA™, 7 both 32 or 64 bit versions Operating systems. Very much
a Windows type program and requires a mouse for all inputs and navigation throughout program. Accelerator For Windows
is all new and extremely simple to use with drop down scrolling with data already provided.

Helps in decision making inputs.  New code generator will cut calculation time in half which allows for more computing code
time, giving more defined answers, and taking more of the guess work out.  Accelerator For Windows features the new Dyno
program, which will read Dyno Jet files and also allow users to input their own Dyno data.  Dyno files can be compared with
simulation files or other Dyno runs.  Accelerator For Windows has the new animation program that allows running two engines
side by side for visual difference in stroke, cam timing, CFM, and rod length.

The best feature of Accelerator For Windows is that its easy to use, but still has the advance features pro engine builders need
to be competitive.  Accelerator For Windows has the new Twin Cam® engine data and latest camshaft files with “do’s and
don’ts” for hop-up.  All Accelerator For Windows programs include Harley Davidson® Screamin Eagles® stage kit files and
horsepower curves with part numbers and pricing for easy customer buying.

IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a distributed product. JIMS® does NOT offer any technical support for this product.  
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